PART 5:
BRAZIL AND EU COOPERATION ON HYDROGEN
VALLEYS
For many rich countries, achieving net-zero emissions will be more
developing countries, the pathway to net zero without international

Cooperation between countries to conceive, design, develop and deploy innovative
international cooperation this transition would be deployed in more decades (Figure 1).
Figure 1 – Global energy-related CO2 emissions in the net zero pathway
and Low International Cooperation Case

Source: IEA 2021b
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Indeed, with regard to the energy sector emissions, it is clear that there is global but

sustainability, guarantee competitiveness and secure national energy supplies.
Figure 2 – Annual Fossil CO2 Emissions by Continent

Source: https://robbieandrew.github.io/GCB2021/index.html

capacity-building, to assist developing country Parties with respect to both mitigation
Paris Agreement, and encourages other Parties to provide or continue to provide such

acknowledged as critical to cope with climate change challenges and opportunities.
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valley related model.

hydrogen market. Indeed, IEA gave six recommendations 2
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its market growth

may be located in southern Patagonia (Argentina and Chile) and the Atacama region
(Argentina, Bolivia, Chile and Peru), as well as north-western Mexico and north-eastern

Figure 3 – Levelized cost of hydrogen production via electrolysis powered by
hybrid solar PV and onshore wind, Latin America, 2050

Source: IEA 2021a

In such context, according to MME and EPE (2021), Brazilian hydrogen strategy needs
Brazilian energy resources.

So, within an energy transition horizon, hydrogen strategy needs all hydrogen shades, it
.
On the other hand, we consider Europe to cooperate with Latin America in the hydrogen
market. European countries have longstanding partnership with Latin America in several

Indeed, taking into account the European energy market, it is worth to highlight that
investment in clean technologies and value chains are key in post-COVID recovery plans
(EC, 2020). The European market is highly competitive in clean hydrogen technologies
idem
carrier to address energy transition opportunities and challenges (idem) in recovery
plans.

clean hydrogen market by creating new opportunities by re-shaping European energy
unlocking trade opportunities and spurring research and innovation activities.
Hence, given the Brazilian and European hydrogen market characteristics, which
and Brazil to achieve global environmental agenda, competitive, innovation and trade

It is relevant and possible to cooperate on the Hydrogen valley model in a Smart
Specialization Strategies for Sustainability (S4) approach
market stage in Brazil is in between the technological readiness and market penetration
stages, while the European market is experiencing an initial market penetration phase.

wind, but it also has bioenergy sources that are key to boost green hydrogen markets in internal lands areas where biomass

So, Brazil needs to scale-up its hydrogen market and Europe can help with policy,

strategic, and so it is, to boost hydrogen market penetration, in the short and medium
terms, in both regions.

approach are territorial innovation ecosystems that leverage endowments, capabilities,

global needs 7
Figure 4 – Hydrogen Valley in S4 approach – Multilevel interaction

Source: FGV Europe

The cooperation between market, policy and innovation layers is crucial to boost hydrogen
valleys. This happens through multiple stakeholder cooperation. In other words, public,
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cooperation in the big picture.

hydrogen, contributing to its market penetration. It is possible to think that in this stage

Figure 5 – Market Evolution Strategic Overview

Source: FGV Europe

Nevertheless, in order to scale up the hydrogen market nationwide, the third market

models are complementary and can go in parallel. Furthermore, in this market phase,
additional end uses are included such as buildings, long-haul transportation, etc. and
hydrogen production is mostly green.
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the longer term, as hydrogen penetrates sectors with more scattered
demand (such as road transport and buildings), larger hydrogen
transport networks would become necessary, including across
national borders. This process could be inspired by developments in
other regions, such as the European Union, where the association

gas network to transport pure hydrogen. Repurposing existing natural

transmission pipelines are currently underutilised and could in the

opportunities to build a strong and sustainable hydrogen economy.

evolutions, encompassing countries peculiarities and competitive advantages and
spurring innovation, by taking into account several key elements:

Brazil and Europe cooperation could be a strategic partnership to shape a prominent
and innovative market – hydrogen market – to help address climate change targets
and keep competitiveness over time.
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